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Abstract. Finite state automata are
crucial for numerous practical algo-
rithms of computer science. We show
how to use genetic algorithms and
fuzzy automata to simplify a class of
FSA defined by labeled graphs and
considered in the literature.

Finite state automata, FSA, are well-known
tools used in coding theory, text processing,
image analysis and compression, speech recog-
nition, and bioinformatics. Labeled directed
graphs have been applied in [2], [4] and [5] to
define and investigate a class of FSA.

Throughout the word graph means a finite di-
rected graph without multiple edges but pos-
sibly with loops, and D = (V,E) is a graph.
Graphs have been used by several authors to
define automata and investigate properties of
languages accepted by them, see [2]. A lan-
guage over an alphabet X is a subset of the
free monoid X∗ generated by X. For standard
concepts of automata and languages theory we
refer to [2] and [8].

Let X be an alphabet, f : X → V a mapping,
and let T be a subset of V ∪ {0, 1}. The FSA
Atm`(D) = Atm`(D,T ) = Atm`(D,T, f) of
the graph D is the finite state acceptor with

(LA1) the set of states V ∪ {0, 1};

(LA2) the initial state 1;

(LA3) the set of terminal states T ;

(LA4) the next-state function given, for a
state u and a letter x ∈ X, by
defining u · x to be equal to f(x), if
(f(x), u) ∈ E or u = 1, and be 0
otherwise.
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For motivation and relations to previous re-
sults the reader is referred to [2]. A language
over X is a set of words that can be formed
by the letters of X, i.e., a subset of the free
monoid X∗ generated by X. The language rec-
ognized or accepted by Atm`(D,T ) is the set
{u ∈ X∗ | 1 · u ∈ T}.

Combinatorial minimization algorithms for
FSA of this type are computationally expen-
sive. Efficient optimization methods, like those
based on genetic algorithms, are not directly
applicable either, since randomized steps of
these algorithms can dramatically change the
crisp language recognized by the FSA. In or-
der to apply genetic algorithms for minimizing
the FSA, we offer the following general scheme,
where it is suggested to replace the original
crisp FST with its fuzzy analogue, as summa-
rized in Figure 1. For preliminaries on fuzzy
systems theory and genetic algorithms we refer
to [1], [6], and [7].

Algorithm 1 Enables the application of ge-
netic algorithms to the minimization of
FSA Atm`(D,T, f) with fuzzy automata..

Step 1. Replace Atm`(D,T, f) with
equivalent fAtm`(D,T, f).

Step 2. Encode each fuzzy set of
fAtm`(D,T, f) a minimal set
of parameters.

Step 3. Define crossover operation
on blocks of the encoding.

Step 4. Use a genetic algorithm to
minimize fAtm`(D,T, f).

Step 5. Defuzzify the minimal
fuzzy automaton.

Figure 1: The general scheme of applying ge-
netic algorithms via fuzzy automata.

Fuzzy automata have been investigated by
many authors (see [6] for references). This



concept is related to the notion of a fuzzy lan-
guage, that has been introduced explicitly by
Zadeh [10]. Next, we follow [3] and [6] and de-
fine the concept of fuzzy automaton that can
be used to approximate the functions of crisp
automata above. The required standard con-
cepts of fuzzy theory, like fuzzy congruences,
etc., are explained in [6].

A fuzzy automaton is a system A =
(S, Λ, p, F, G), where S is a finite set of states;
Λ is a finite set of inputs; p ⊂∼ S is a fuzzy set
called a fuzzy initial state; F : S×Λ×S → [0, 1]
is a fuzzy transition function, i.e., F (λ) ⊂∼ S×S
is a fuzzy transition matrix; and G ⊂∼ S is a
fuzzy set called a fuzzy final state.

For s, s′ ∈ S and λ ∈ Λ, recall that F (s, λ, s′)
denotes the grade of transition of a fuzzy au-
tomaton from state s to state s′ when the input
is λ ∈ Λ.

If we denote the free monoid generated by Λ
by Λ∗, then F can be extended to a fuzzy tran-
sition function

F ∗ : S × Λ∗ × S → [0, 1],

where λ = λ1λ2 . . . λn ∈ Λ∗. Then the follow-
ing diagram commutes

S × Λ × S

S × Λ∗ × S

F−→

F ∗
−→

?
µ

[0, 1]

[0, 1]

Here, µ is an embedding of S × Λ × S into
S × Λ∗ × S, given by

F ∗(λ1λ2 . . . λn) = F (λ1) ◦ F (λ2) . . . ◦ F (λn),

where “◦” denotes the composition of fuzzy re-
lations. This means that if S is a fuzzy relation
on X × Y and T is a fuzzy relation on Y × Z,
then S ◦ T is a fuzzy relation on X ×Z and is
defined by

S ◦ T = R(x, z) =
∨
y∈Y

{(R(x, y) ∧R(y, z)},

where ∨ = max and ∧ = min. Hence
F ∗(s, λ1 . . . λn, s′) =
=

∨
s′′∈S

(F ∗(s, λ1 . . . λn−1, s
′′) ∧ F (s′′, λn, s′),

for any (s, λ1 . . . λn, s′) ∈ S × Λ∗ × S.

Figure 2 illustrates the method outlined in
Step 3 of Algorithm 1 (cf. [7], Chapter 7).
It shows that genetic algorithms are general
enough to incorporate the evolution strategies
of [9], and enables genetic algorithms to imple-
ment the strong causality philosophy of evo-
lution strategies, where small changes of the
cause must create small changes of the effect.

a1 b1 a2 b2 . . . an bn

⇓
b1 a1 b2 a2 . . . bn an

Figure 2: Crossover operator with chromo-
somes as blocks for codewords.

A complete theoretical description of all mini-
mal FSA of this sort is given by the following.

Theorem 1 The FSA Atm`(D,T, f) is
minimal if and only if µ = ι, that is C0 =
{0} and x 6= y implies In(x) 6= In(y), for all
(x, y) ∈ (T × T ) ∪ (T × T ).

Proof of Theorem 1. Let D′ be the subgraph
induced in D by the set V ′ = V ∩ f(X) of ver-
tices. Consider the automaton Atm`(D′, T ),
defined by the graph D′ and the same function
f . It is easily seen that Atm`(D′, T ) recognizes
the same language as the original automaton
Atm`(D,T ). Further, we may assume that
V ⊆ f(X).

Every equivalence relation % on the set of states
compatible with the next-state function defines
the quotient automaton in a standard fashion.
Since the initial state 1 is adjoined to every
graph externally, in order to make sure that
the quotient automaton is of the same format,
we have to restrict our attention to equivalence
relations such that the class containing 1 is a
singleton. In this case we say that % is an equiv-
alence relation of the automaton Atm`(D,T ).

The quotient automaton recognizes the same
language if and only if the relation saturates
the set T of terminal states, i.e., T is the union
of some classes of the relation. Equivalence re-
lations of this sort will be called congruences
on the automaton Atm`(D,T ). This ensures
that the quotient automaton is also defined by
a graph. More formally, an equivalence rela-



tion ρ on the set of states is called a congru-
ence of Atm`(D,T ) if and only if it satisfies
the following three conditions:

(C1) (a, b) ∈ ρ implies (a · x, b · x) ∈ ρ, for all
a, b ∈ Atm(D), x ∈ X;

(C2) if (a, b) ∈ ρ and a ∈ T , then b ∈ T ;

(C3) the class containing 1 is a singleton.

Congruences of automata have been consid-
ered in the literature since they are important
for studying efficiency of information process-
ing algorithms, structure of FSA, optimization
methods, and implementations of automata.

Denote by Con(D,T ) the set of all congru-
ences on Atm`(D,T ). Given congruences %, δ
on Atm`(D,T ), the meet % ∧ δ and join % ∨ δ
stand for their intersection and the transitive
closure of their union, respectively. It is well
known and easy to verify that the set of all
congruences on any automaton forms a lattice
with respect to ∧ and ∨. Therefore Con(D,T )
is a sublattice of the lattice of all equivalence
relations on V ∪ {0, 1} with 1 in a separate
class.

The largest congruence on Atm`(D,T ) is the
Nerode equivalence ηT determined by

ηT = {(a, b) ∈ V × V | a · u ∈ T iff b · u ∈ T

for all u ∈ X∗} ∪ {(1, 1)} (1)

(see, e.g., [8]). Denote the equality relation on
Atm`(D,T ) by ι. A congruence is said to be
proper if it is distinct from ι and ηT . For any
subset S of V , denote by S the set V \S. Note
that S never contains 1. Clearly, an equiva-
lence relation on Atm(D), with 1 in a separate
class, saturates a subset S ⊆ Atm(D) if and
only if it saturates S. In order to consider the
cases where 0 ∈ T and 0 6∈ T simultaneously,
we define the following set:

T0 =
{

T \ {1} if 0 ∈ T ,
T otherwise.

The in-neighbourhood and out-neighbourhood
of a vertex v of D = (V,E) are the sets
In(v) = {w ∈ V | (w, v) ∈ E} and Out(v) =
{w ∈ V | (v, w) ∈ E}. We say that a subset

S ⊆ Atm(D) is in-closed if In(S) ⊆ S, where
In(S) =

⋃
s∈S

In(s). Putting In(0) = ∅ we see

that {0} is in-closed.

Let C0 be the set of all elements c ∈ T0 such
that there does not exist any vertex v ∈ T 0

with a directed path from v to c. Obviously,
C0 is the largest in-closed subset of T0, and it
always contains 0.

For any subset S of T0, consider relations

µS,S = (S ∪ {0})× (S ∪ {0}),
µT0

S = {(a, b) | In(a) ∩ S = In(b) ∩ S

and a, b ∈ T0 \ (S ∪ {0})},

µT 0
S = {(a, b) | In(a) ∩ S = In(b) ∩ S

and a, b ∈ T 0}.

Define the relation

µS = {(1, 1)} ∪ µS,S ∪ µT0
S ∪ µT 0

S . (2)

Clearly, µS is an equivalence relation on
Atm`(D,T ), and µS = µS∪{0} = µS\{0}.

Denote by 0/% the class of ρ containing 0. It
has been shown in [5] that an equivalence re-
lation % on Atm`(D,T ) is a congruence if and
only if 0/% is an in-closed subset of C0 and
% ⊆ µS . Since the set C0 is in-closed, it fol-
lows that the Nerode congruence σT coincides
with µC0 on Atm`(D,T ). An FSA is mini-
mal if and only if its Nerode equivalence is the
identity relation (see [2] or [8]). Thus, the FSA
Atm`(D,T ) is minimal if and only if µC0 = ι,
that is {(1, 1)} ∪ µC0,C0 ∪ µT0

C0
∪ µT 0

C0
= ι.

Clearly, µC0,C0 = ι if and only if C0 = {0}.
Further, assume that C0 = {0}. Then the in-
clusion µT0

C0
∪µT 0

C0
⊆ ι turns into µT0

{0}∪µT 0

{0} ⊆ ι,
and becomes equivalent to the following impli-
cation: for any (x, y) ∈ T 2 ∪ T

2, if x 6= y, then
In(x) 6= In(y).

Thus, it follows that the Atm`(D,T ) is min-
imal if and only if C0 = {0} and x 6= y ⇒
In(x) 6= In(y), for all (x, y) ∈ T × T ∪ T × T .

The definitions of a fuzzy automaton fAtm(D)
and fuzzy congruence µS are similar to those
of their crisp counterparts, and we omit them.
In conclusion, let us formulate a description of
fuzzy congruences on fAtm(D).



Proposition 2 Let ρ be a fuzzy equiv-
alence relation on Atm(D,T ). Denote by S
the class of ρ containing 0. Then ρ is a fuzzy
congruence on Atm(D,T ) if and only if S is
an in-closed fuzzy subset of C0 and ρ ⊂∼ µS.
In particular, for every in-closed fuzzy subset
S ⊂∼ C0, the relation µS is a fuzzy congruence
on Atm(D,T ).

Proof. The ‘if’ part: Suppose that ρ ⊂∼ µS and
S is an in-closed fuzzy subset of C0. Since µS

satisfies conditions (C2) and (C3), it follows
that the same can be said of ρ. In order to
verify (C1) for ρ, consider any pair (a, b) ⊂∼ ρ

and f(x) = c where c 6⊂∼ {0, 1}, i.e. c ⊂∼ V .

First, if c ⊂∼ In(a) ∩ In(b), then (a · x, b · x) =
(ca, cb) = (c, c) ⊂∼ ρ.

Second, if c 6⊂∼ In(a)∪ In(b), then (a ·x, b ·x) =
(0, 0) ⊂∼ ρ, too.

Third, suppose that c ⊂∼ In(a) \ In(b). We
claim that c ⊂∼ S. Indeed, if a ⊂∼ S, then c ⊂∼
In(a) ⊂∼ In(S) ⊂∼ S, because S is in-closed.
If, however, a 6⊂∼ S, then ρ ⊂∼ µS implies that
In(a) ∩ S = In(b) ∩ S, and c ⊂∼ S again. It
follows that (a · c, b · c) = (ca, cb) = (c, 0) ⊂∼
S × S ⊂∼ ρ.

The case where c ⊂∼ In(b) \ In(a) is similar,
and so we have proved that (C1) holds. Thus
ρ is a fuzzy congruence on Atm`(D,T ).

The ‘only if’ part: Suppose that ρ is a fuzzy
congruence on the automaton Atm`(D,T ).
Clearly, S ⊂∼ T0, because ρ saturates T . To
prove that S is in-closed, take any vertex
a ⊂∼ S. Condition (C1) implies that (b, 0) =
(ba, b0) ⊂∼ ρ, for every b ⊂∼ In(a). Therefore
In(S) ⊂∼ S.

In order to show that ρ ⊂∼ µS , pick any pair
(a, b) ⊂∼ ρ. If a, b ⊂∼ S, then (a, b) ⊂∼ µS , be-
cause S ∪ {0} is an equivalence class of µS .

Furthermore, assume that a, b 6⊂∼ S. Con-
dition (C2) shows that ρ saturates T , and
so a, b ⊂∼ T0 \ S or a, b ⊂∼ T 0. If there
exists c ⊂∼ In(a) \ In(b), then (C1) implies
(c, 0) = (ca, cb) ⊂∼ ρ, and we get c ⊂∼ S. Hence
In(a)\ In(b) ⊂∼ S. Similarly, In(b)\ In(a) ⊂∼ S,

and so In(a)∩S = In(b)∩S. By the definition
of µS we see that (a, b) ⊂∼ µS . Thus ρ ⊂∼ µS .
2

In conclusion let us note that the results above
illustrate the possibility of using genetic algo-
rithms and fuzzy automata to develop general
methods of simplifying finite state automata,
a classical concept of computer science crucial
for numerous practical algorithms.
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